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Abstract. Failure prediction is very important for railway infrastruc-
ture. Traditionally, data from various sensors are collected for this task.
Value of maintenance logs is often neglected. Maintenance records of
equipment usually indicate equipment status. They could be valuable
for prediction of equipment faults. In this paper, we propose Field-
regularised Factorization Machines (FrFMs) to predict failures of rail-
way points with maintenance logs. Factorization Machine (FM) and its
variants are state-of-the-art algorithms designed for sparse data. They
are widely used in click-through rate prediction and recommendation
systems. Categorical variables are converted to binary features through
one-hot encoding and then fed into these models. However, field informa-
tion is ignored in this process. We propose Field-regularised Factorization
Machines to incorporate such valuable information. Experiments on data
set from railway maintenance logs and another public data set show the
effectiveness of our methods.
Keywords: Factorization Machines · Failure prediction · Categorical
data.
1 Introduction
Railway points are a kind of mechanical installations allowing railway trains
to be guided from one track to another. They are among the key components
of railway infrastructure. As a part of the signal equipment, points control the
routes of trains at railway junctions, having a great impact on the reliability and
punctuality of rail transport. Existing research on failure prediction of points
mainly relies on additional sensors’ data [1,6,7,15,22,26], e.g. voltages, currents
and forces. Installation of sensors incurs costly labour and material expenses, as
well as the possibility of sensor malfunction, which limits their implementation.
Other research focuses on approximating the long-term degradation curve of
equipment under certain maintenance strategy [11, 12, 18, 21, 23], rather than
predicting failure of equipment in the near future.
Maintenance logs of equipment contain formatted maintenance records, in-
cluding maintenance type, components, finished time, etc. They can be of great
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value in failure prediction. These data often carry information of equipment
status with timestamps. Compared to data collected by sensors, maintenance
records are usually ready to hand with a specified format. They mainly consist
of categorical variables and could be very sparse after commonly performed one-
hot encoding. Besides, railway points consist of many components, and failures
can be viewed as a result of their interactions. Domain knowledge regarding such
interactions might be very limited and depends on equipment types. In order to
predict failures with maintenance logs, the model needs to learn the complex
interactions from such sparse data.
Aiming at this challenging task, we put forward Field-regularised Factor-
ization Machines (FrFMs) for failure prediction of railway points. Factorization
Machines (FMs) combine the advantages of Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
with factorization models [19]. In contrast to SVM, FMs factorise all inter-
actions between features into products of two low-rank matrices. In this way,
they are likely to learn interactions which even do not appear in training data.
Many variants of FMs have been proposed and achieved good performance. Lo-
cally Linear Factorization Machines [13] adopts locally linear coding scheme and
jointly optimise FM models with anchor points. They are capable of learning
complex non-linear data by exploring local coding technique. Wang et al. [24]
propose Contextual and Position-Aware Factorization Machines targeted at sen-
timent analysis of texts. Inspired by the neural skip-gram model, Contextual and
Position-Aware Factorization Machines limits interactions to a range of words.
In addition, latent vectors are learned based on the relative position of words,
which means that there will be several independent latent vectors for one word.
FMs are usually limited to quadratic models, and related loss functions are non-
convex. Many papers have focused on overcoming these two limitations. Neural
Factorization Machines [9] take in the advantages of deep neural networks to
modelling higher-order feature interactions. They firstly encode feature vectors
by pre-training FMs and then train a neural network with these embedding
vectors. DeepFM [8] is similar to Neural Factorization Machines, except that
it is an end-to-end model that requires no pre-training. Unlike Neural Factor-
ization Machines, DeepFM jointly learns the embedded vectors and the neural
networks. Yamada et al. [25] reformulate the optimisation problem of FMs as a
semi-definite programming problem. By introducing nuclear norm in FMs, their
loss functions of FMs becomes convex.
The above-mentioned models focus less on the inherent properties of data
carried by field information. Field-aware Factorization Machines (FFMs) [10]
consider the field structure of data and learn pair-wise interactions with regard
to each pair of fields. They are more complex than FMs in terms of the num-
ber of parameters and computational complexity. Field-weighted Factorization
Machines [16] add additional coefficients to depict the interactions of fields, and
reduce the number of model parameters compared to FFMs. These models treat
features from different fields differently. In other words, they only consider inter-
field information.
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Existing models either ignore the field information or only consider the inter-
field information. They neglect the relationships among features inside
each field, which is going to be used in our models.
Our contributions could be shown in two aspects. Firstly, to the best of our
knowledge, it is the first time that maintenance logs are used to predict the
failure of railway points. Secondly, we propose FrFMs which leverage field in-
formation and develop a method to solve the related optimisation problems.
Experiments on two data sets show that our methods can achieve better perfor-
mance compared to some state-of-the-art methods.
2 Preliminaries
A degree-2 polynomial mapping can often effectively capture the information of







W = (wi,j) ∈ Rn×n,x ∈ Rn (1)
where W is the learned weight matrix and x is the input vector of dimension n.













 ∈ Rn×k,x ∈ Rn (2)
〈· , ·〉 stands for dot product of two vectors. vi and vj denote two row vectors of
V with dimension k. vi is referred to as embedding vector or latent vector
for feature i. For simplicity of formulations, we omit linear terms and bias term
following [10], but we include them in experiments.
Categorical data are highly sparse after one-hot encoding. Some pairs of xixj
might even not appear in training data. In this case, for polynomial mapping
some wi,j are not able to be learned. By factorizing weight matrix W into V V
T ,
FMs are able to learn interactions for rare feature pairs. Each row vector vi in
V stands for latent vector regarding feature xi.
3 Field-regularised Factorization Machines
3.1 Motivation
Table 1 presents some simple data constructed from maintenance records for
failure prediction. ‘Maintenance Type’ and ‘Component’ are two different fields.
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Table 1. A sample of maintenance records with failures to be predicted.




A, B and C stand for different maintenance types that can probably be ‘Routine
Inspection’, ‘Corrective Maintenance’ and so on. The field ‘Component’ shows
the maintenance was performed over which component. ‘1’ and ‘-1’ in column
‘Failure’ stand for whether there was a fault occurred after this maintenance and
before next planned maintenance.
FMs will learn latent vectors for A, B, C, II and VI respectively. In engi-
neering practice, we anticipate different effects with different maintenance be-
haviours. Each field can be regarded as a classification criterion for maintenance
work, and corresponding features in that field are the class labels. We would
prefer diverse latent vectors in the same field because we could distinguish the
effects caused by different maintenance work in this way. As a result, latent
vectors for A, B and C should be diverse, as well as latent vectors for II and VI.
3.2 Methods
In this section, we propose the FrFMs for binary classification. For simplicity of
formulations, we omit linear terms and bias term following [10], but we include
them in experiments as they often improve the results. The loss function of
FrFMs with logistic loss regarding one sample (y,x) is:









φFM (V,x) is defined in (2), as we share the same prediction function with FMs.
‖ · ‖
F
is the Frobenius norm for matrices. y ∈ {−1, 1} is the ground truth label
for sample x. The first term denotes the prediction loss compared to ground
truth, and the second term forces the solution V sparse. R(V ) is a regulariser
that measures the similarity of latent vectors in each field, and we prefer smaller
similarity as discussed above. By introducing R(V ) into loss function, field in-
formation is included. λ1, λ2 are two non-negative parameters obtained by cross
validation.
In order to capture the inherent properties come with fields of data, we





if xi, xj are in same field and i 6= j,
0 else.
(4)
Ni,j is the number of features in the field contains xi and xj . It is introduced to
avoid deviation caused by different number of features in different fields. Each
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element in A stands for the relationship of two features. If they are in same field,
then corresponding entries in A will be one divided by the number of features
in this field. Otherwise they will be zeros.
Various metrics can be used to measure the similarity of latent vectors. In
this work, we will present FrFM with Euclidean distance and cosine similarity.
FrFM-EUC We refer to FrFM with Euclidean distance as FrFM-EUC. Eu-
clidean distance is used to measure the similarity of two vectors in FrFM-EUC,
and larger Euclidean distance indicates smaller similarity. Therefore, R(V ) has
the following form:





Ai,j‖vi − vj‖22 (5)
‖ · ‖
2
denotes l2-norm for vectors. The loss function for FrFM-EUC is:
























Directly optimizing (3) with (7) is complicated. Rewriting rows of V into







 ∈ Rn×k, v̂i = vi‖vi‖2 , wi = ‖vi‖2 (8)










Substitute V with V̂ and w in formulation of FMs:





〈wiv̂i, wj v̂j〉xixj (10)
and finally we get loss function for FrFM-COS:







s.t. ‖v̂i‖2 = 1, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., n. w ∈ R1×n+ (11)
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3.3 Optimization
Similar to FMs, our loss functions are non-convex. Gradient descent is used to
find local minima of our loss functions. Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is
widely used in optimisation of FMs and its variants. It has shown its effectiveness.
Mini-batch Gradient Descent also enjoys the advantages of SGD while it is more
efficient. Thus we adopt Mini-batch Gradient Descent in optimisation. We apply
AdaGrad [5] to determine the learning rate in each iteration for it has shown
great power in similar problems [3,10]. To lessen over-fitting, we utilise early-stop
strategy in training of FrFM-EUC and FrFM-COS. The best training epoch T
will be decided based on a validation set.









vjxj − vix2i )





(xi 6= 0) in (12) indicates that gradients would be zero if corresponding fea-
tures are zero. This strategy has been used in FFMs and performs well. We can

























◦ denotes element-wise multiplication of vectors. G stores the accumulated
square gradient for AdaGrad and ε is s a smoothing term that avoids division
by zero (we set it to 10−8 in this paper). The training process for FrFM-EUC is
presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Training FrFM-EUC by Mini-batch Gradient Descent
input Data matrix D ∈ RM×n contains M samples, feature relation matrix A, latent
dimension k, hyper-parameters λ1, λ2, learning rate η, batch size m, G
(0) = 0.
Randomly initialise V (0) ∈ Rn×k with values sampled from a uniform distribution
[0, 1/
√






for Epoch = 0 to T do
Shuffle the samples in D randomly.
Split D into batches X1, X2, ..., Xb ∈ Rm×n.
for i ∈ {1, 2, ..., b} do
Calculate the gradient of V by (12) for every sample in Xi and get the average.
Update accumulated square gradient G by (13).
Update V by (14).
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1 + exp(yφFM (V̂ ,w,x))
((w ◦ x)(V̂ V̂ T − diag(V̂ V̂ T ))) ◦ x
+ λ1(x 6= 0) ◦w
(16)
(x 6= 0) is a binary row vector indicates non-zero indices of x. Similarly, gradients
would be zero if corresponding features are zero. With gradient in hand, we can
train the model similar to Algorithm 1. Differences are that we need to project
V̂ and w into feasible sets in each iteration.
4 Experiments
4.1 Data Set
POINTS-3 data set was generated from the maintenance logs of Sydney Trains’
railway points. For numerical features, they were simply transformed into fea-
tures ‘Zero’ or ‘Non-Zero’. As shown in Fig. 1, for one piece of equipment, we
selected three consecutive maintenance records: Maintenance 1, Maintenance 2
and Maintenance 3, to construct a sample and labelled the sample depending on
whether a failure occurred between Maintenance 3 and Maintenance 4. If there
was a failure record, then this sample was labelled with ‘1’, otherwise ‘-1’.
Fig. 1. An example for sample labelling in POINTS-3.
Equipment details including equipment type, location and other features were
also concatenated to construct one data sample. We randomly split the data set
into 60% training set, 20% validation set and 20% test set.
Phishing data set contains important features that have been proven to be
sound and effective in predicting phishing websites [4]. We randomly split the
data into 64% training set, 16% validation set and 20% test set.
Table 2 summarises the statistics of the data sets.
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Table 2. Statistics of the data sets.
Data Set # Instances # Features # Fields
POINTS-3 55784 2226 52
Phishing 11055 68 30
4.2 Baselines and Hyper-parameter Tuning
We compare our models with three baselines.
LINEAR-LR denotes Logistic Regression with linear terms. It has been
proven to be effective in classification tasks with sparse data. We implemented
LINEAR-LR with Python library sklearn [17].
FM is the implementation of Factorization Machines defined in (2). We also
included linear terms and bias term.
FFM is the implementation of Field-aware Factorization Machines. We also
included linear terms and bias term.
FrFM-EUC and FrFM-COS stand for our methods proposed in this paper.
Both FM and FFM were implemented by xLearn [14] with AdaGrad and
SGD optimizer. All hyper-parameters were chosen based on validation sets. The
regularisation parameters were chosen from {10−6, 10−5, ..., 106} for LINEAR-
LR and {10−6, 10−5, ..., 10−1} for all other methods. Learning rates for AdaGrad
were chosen from {0.02, 0.2}. Latent dimensions were chosen from {20, 40, ..., 100}
for FM and our method, and from {10, 20, ..., 50} for FFM. Early-stop strategy
was adopted for FM, FFM and our method to reduce over-fitting. Batch size
was set to 64 in training of FrFM-EUC and FrFM-COS.
4.3 Results and Metrics







log(1 + exp(−yiŷi)) (17)
yi and ŷi are the label and model output for test sample i respectively. M is the
total number of test instances.
AUROC and AUPRC stand for area under receiver operating characteris-
tic curve and area under precision-recall curve respectively.
Results Table 3 shows the results on different data sets, the best results are
bold and second best are underlined. We trained and tested these models five
times on each data set and reported the average results. POINTS-3 data set is
an imbalanced data set with only 1701 positive samples out of 55784 samples, so
AUPRC is more representative compared to AUROC according to [20]. AUPRC
were calculated from recall>0.1 for the reason that too low recall is meaningless
in our case. Phishing data set is a balanced data set that won’t show much
difference between AUROC and AUPRC, so we only present the AUROC for it.
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LINEAR-LR 0.7012 0.0641 0.1275 0.9886 0.1384
FM 0.6987 0.0622 0.1285 0.9911 0.1226
FFM 0.6974 0.0619 0.1291 0.9923 0.1134
FrFM-COS 0.7090 0.0676 0.1271 0.9925 0.1120
FrFM-EUC 0.7108 0.0674 0.1270 0.9950 0.0919
Experiment results show that our methods perform best on these two data
sets. Precision-recall curves related to POINTS-3 data set for recall > 0.1 and
precision>0.06 are plotted in Fig. 2.























Fig. 2. Precision-recall curves with regard to POINTS-3.
Fig. 2 shows that FrFM-COS can also achieve the best F1-score (0.165) com-
pared to other methods. By appropriately setting threshold value for the classifier
got from FrFM-EUC, we can get an overall Accuracy: 90.99%, with Preci-
sion: 11.02% and Recall: 27.65%. This may not be a perfect prediction but
it is still acceptable considering that we didn’t use any sensor data (e.g. current,
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voltage, force and so on). There are wrongly recorded data and failures that are
caused by vandalism which makes some failures unpredictable. Outputs of the
model could be used as references for maintenance plans.
Receiver operating characteristic curves with regard to Phishing data set
are plotted in Fig. 3. Our method FrFM-EUC consistently outperforms other
methods.



















Receiver operating characteristic (Phishing)
FrFM-EUC (AUC = 0.9950)
FrFM-COS (AUC = 0.9925)
FM (AUC = 0.9911)
FFM (AUC = 0.9923)
LINEAR-LR (AUC = 0.9886)
Fig. 3. Receiver operating characteristic curves with regard to Phishing.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed the Field-regularised Factorization Machines for fail-
ure prediction of railway points. Field information is often ignored in many re-
lated methods. Especially for the inner-field relationships among features, there
is little work concerning them. The key components of FrFMs are the regular-
isation terms that incorporate field information in the training process. Two
forms of FrFMs: FrFM-EUC and FrFM-COS are presented. Experiment results
showed that our models outperformed some state-of-the-art methods in predict-
ing failure of railway points. We also achieved a better result on a public data
set.
The predictions for points failure were not perfect but could be used as the
reference for maintenance plans. Our following work will be focusing on combin-
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ing data from other sources with maintenance data to improve the prediction
results.
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